Expom with a new overseas customer
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Expom S.A., specialized in the production of highly processed final maritime, offshore, and energy products expands its portfolio with a new customer from the US.

The company from the small village of Kurzetnik, Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship, will manufacture big steel constructions to meet the needs of its American customer.

“We are pleased with the new possibilities arising from our expansion to the demanding US market. We hope that the cooperation will be an actively developing one” – says the President of the Expom S.A Management Board, Rafał Domżalski.

Nearly 98 per cent of the company’s production is ordered by its foreign partners. So far, Expom’s products have been exported mainly to Scandinavia, Great Britain, Germany, Singapore, and Australia.

Expom has executed many venturesome projects such as compact lifeboat davits and heavy cranes for drilling platforms – technologically advanced, as they are equipped with hydraulic and electric outfitting. Expom engineers also build machinery for the gas-oil and energy industry, for example constructions of electrical stators, power generators, and biomass combustion plants.